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Recently Bjorken asked,

'' how are the many disparate methods of describing hadrons 
which are now in use related to each other and to the first 
principles of QCD?'' 

1. Open Problem
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The QCD Lagrangian, 

is chiral invariant in the limit of vanishing quark masses. 

Vector, chiral
invariant

Scalar, chiral
breaking

Why χ symmetry?
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The QCD Lagrangian, 

is chiral invariant in the limit of vanishing quark masses. This is crucial 
because spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking is accepted to occur in 
low energy hadronic physics, for the light flavors u, d and  s, where,

This results for instance in the several successful theorems of PCAC.

Vector, chiral
invariant

Scalar, chiral
breaking

Why χ symmetry?

mu , md << ms < Λ QCD < MN/3

Ref. Colangelo: Moriond 2003, Bijnens: Moriond 2003,Gianotti: Moriond 2003 .
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However the confining potential for constituent quarks is probably scalar!

M [MeV]

JPC

hyperfine +
chiral symmetry 
breaking

spin-orbit+
tensor

u, d and s mesons in Part. Data Group
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However the confining potential for constituent quarks is probably scalar!

M [MeV]

JPC

hyperfine +
chiral symmetry 
breaking

spin-orbit+
tensor

u, d and s mesons in Part. Data Group

The suppression of the Spin-Orbit potential happens in all families of
hadrons. This is an evidence of non-pertubative QCD. A short-range
vector potential plus a long-range scalar potential cancel the S.L .

Ref. Korn: Moriond 2003, Pastrone:  Moriond 2003, Wagner: Moriond 2003.
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Quark Anti-quarkFlux of electric color field

Current of color magnetic monopoles

Current of color magnetic monopolesMgluon ~ 800 MeV

Mgluon ~ 800 MeV String condensate

String condensate

The same scalar confinement picture is extracted from lattice simulations
for heavy quarks! Moreover the presently favoured confinement picture in 
the literature  is the flux tube, or string picture, with tension σ ~ 200MeV / Fm . 
Although different perspectives of confinement exist,
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Quark Anti-quarkFlux of electric color field

Current of color magnetic monopoles

Current of color magnetic monopoles

quantum mechanics suggests that a thin string should be a scalar object, 
only high energy excitations would gain angular momentum. 

Mgluon ~ 800 MeV

Mgluon ~ 800 MeV String condensate

String condensate

The same scalar confinement picture is extracted from lattice simulations
for heavy quarks! Moreover the presently favoured confinement picture in 
the literature  is the flux tube, or string picture, with tension σ ~ 200MeV / Fm . 
Although different perspectives of confinement exist,

Ref. Tan Moriond: 2003.
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2. Model for Scalar Confinement

We would like to couple a quark line in a Feynman diagram with a scalar string, 
using the vector coupling of QCD. This can be performed with a double vertex,
similar to the vertices that couple a quark to a gluon ladder in pomeron models.
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coupling

Vector 
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coupling

Vector 
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Scalar flux tube Quark
line

Scalar 
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Scalar 
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We remark that in the limit of a vanishing quark mass the double vertex 
remains a vector coupling, however

and we expect that the dynamical generation of a quark mass will
also generate a scalar coupling. 

γµ (p+m) γµ =    -2 p+4m
The scalar coupling is 
generated by the mass
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We remark that in the limit of a vanishing quark mass the double vertex 
remains a vector coupling, however

Vacuum 
energy
density
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axis

Scalar condensate
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pairs

Pseudo scalar
condensate

Vacuum

False vacuum

and we expect that the dynamical generation of a quark mass will
also generate a scalar coupling. 

A dynamical 
quark mass
is generated  

γµ (p+m) γµ =    -2 p+4m
The scalar coupling is 
generated by the mass
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γ0 λa /2

P+q

dabc

p q

|p-q|4

S(      )

8π σ
V=

2

More precisely, we use the vertex, 
that simulates the coupling of a quark
line with a scalar string mediated by
two vector couplings,

in the colour coupling we choose the
symmetric structure function

and we reproduce a linear confinement,

γ0 λa /2

|p-q|4
8π σ

V=

γ0 λa /2

dabc
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3. Mass gap equation

We solve the mass gap equation using the Schwinger-Dyson formalism,

S-1 = S0
-1 - Σ  ,  S= i /(  p-mp )
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3. Mass gap equation

We solve the mass gap equation using the Schwinger-Dyson formalism,

S-1 = S0
-1 - Σ  ,  S= i /(  p-mp )

usually the self energy is computed with a 1 loop diagram, using an effective
one gluon exchange model (first cumulant),

Σ =
p

V(p-q)  Tµν

γν λa /2γν λa /2

S( q )
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3. Mass gap equation

We solve the mass gap equation using the Schwinger-Dyson formalism,

S-1 = S0
-1 - Σ  ,  S= i /(  p-mp )

but here the self energy is, 

Σ =
p+q

dabc
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8π σ
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that does not converge with the usual methods. 

2 q mq = 43

The mass gap equation is a difficult non-linear integral equation,
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that does not converge with the usual methods. We develop a method to solve
it with a differential equation, using a convergence parameter λ 0 .

2 q mq = 

We test the convergence of the 
method computing the quark
condensate,

3
< ψ ψ > - 0.17

λ

σ2
π

< ψ ψ > σ2
π

3

0.16 GeV

4
3

The mass gap equation is a difficult non-linear integral equation,
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We find the solution to the mass gap equation, 
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4. Spin structure in the large M limit

γ0 λa /2

dabc

p q

|p-q|4
8π σ

V=

γ0 λa /2

In the Salpeter equation for hadrons 
in the large mq limit, which is 
relevant for charmed and bottomed 
bound states of quarks, we expand 
the double vertex potential in
spin-tensor potentials,

1,                     (S1+S1).L12,    
S1.S2  ,             T2 (S1,S2).T2(r12)

and we check that the spin-orbit
potential is actually suppressed.
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- We build a model for the coupling of quark to a scalar string. Double vector
vertices are used. The quark confining interaction has a single parameter σ.

- We show that the spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry not only generates
a quark mass, but also generates a scalar vertex for the confinement. 

- The confining potential is flavor dependent, it is essentially scalar for heavy quarks.

- The results are encouraging, we will now try to reproduce the whole hadron spectrum.

5. Conclusion

Refs:    Scalar confinement: Henriques, Kellett, Moorhouse, PLB64:85, 1976 
Mass gap solutions:              Yaouanc, Oliver, Pène, Raynal, PRD29:1233, 1984
PCAC and Quark Model:     Bicudo, PRC 67:035201, 2003

Thanks to organizers and colleagues for this wonderful meeting  :-))
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